Plate I

1. No rays by the third tower’s left turret. Beveled lower right corner. Colored spots between towers two and three. Arch-shaped MUCHA. **For some printings, white lines slanting across the fourth spiral.**

2. Ray and colored spot by the third tower’s left turret. Projecting upper left corner. Broken colored line by the bottom of the right frame.

3. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Rough left frame. Colored spot over the end of the roof.

4. Ray with a colored spot on it next to the third tower’s left turret. Notch in the left frame opposite the dove. Colored spots over the roof. Colored horizontal line between the roof and the fifth tower.

5. Two rays by the third tower’s left turret. Colored bump on the bottom of the oval. Colored spot in the right margin opposite the third hacek.

6. Two rays by the third tower’s left turret. Two colored spots in a horizontal line over the end of the roof. Colored spot on the oval under SL.

7. No rays by the third tower’s left turret. White spot on the upper white frame line over the fourth spiral. Colored mark in the right margin opposite the third hacek. Two vertical colored spots over the space between the roof and the fifth tower.

8. No rays by the third tower’s left turret. Numeral 5 touches the bottom of the oval. Oval thins under the zero. Typical rays.

9. Wedge shaped ray by the third tower’s left turret. Numeral 5 touches the bottom of the oval. Colored spot in the margin by the upper right corner, another opposite the eighth spiral.

10. Ray and dot by the third tower’s left turret. Gap in the upper frame over the seventh spiral. Cluster of colored spots over the space between the roof and the fifth tower. Thin bottom on the oval.

11. Two rays close to each other by the third tower’s left turret. Damaged left frame opposite the second hacek. White spot in the eighth spiral.

12. Short ray by the third tower’s left turret. White spot in the sixth and tenth spirals.

13. One ray be the third tower’s left turret. Colored line in the margin by the upper left corner. The second zero touches the bottom of the oval.

14. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Bevel cut into the bottom of the P’s leg. Sometimes a white spot on the sixth spiral.

15. Two rays by the third tower’s left turret, which has a dot over it. Chip from the inside center right of the second zero.
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16. No rays by the third tower’s left turret which has a dot over it. Colored spot in the margin by the upper right corner.
17. No rays by the third tower’s left turret. Bottom of the numeral 5 touches the oval. Curved MUCHA. Typical rays.
18. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Bump on the oval under the second zero. Curved MUCHA. Typical rays.
19. Ray with a dot over it by the third tower’s left turret. Colored spot over the end of the roof. Lower frame broken in front of MUCHA.
20. Short ray by the third tower’s left turret. Right frame thins toward the bottom. Thicker oval under the numeral 5. Lower right corner points downward.
21. No rays by the third tower’s left turret. Bottom cut from the numeral 5. Left frame damaged above the second spiral.
22. No rays by the third tower’s left turret. Longer left leg on the M in MUCHA. Colored spots in a vertical line between the fifth and sixth towers.
23. Ray resembling a colored spot by the third tower’s left turret. Colored spot in the margin by the upper left corner. Bottom of the numeral 5 has a straight slanted base. A in MUCHA cut off.
24. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Bottom of the numeral 5 touches the oval. Byte from the lower right corner.
25. No rays by the third tower’s left turret which tips to the left. Vertical rays over the roof.
26. Ray resembling a colored spot by the third tower’s left turret. Curved MUCHA. Fifth spiral damages on the bottom.
27. Ray resembling a colored spot by the third tower’s left turret. Curved MUCHA. Chip opposite the crossbar in the left leg of the A in TA (not always). Thicker oval under the numeral 5. Horizontal line to the left of the first tower.
28. Ray resembling a colored spot by the third tower’s left turret. Curved MUCHA. Numeral 5 touches the bottom of the oval. Colored spot in the left branch.
29. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. White spot on the top of the fourth spiral. Whites spot on the inner white frame line opposite the first triangle.
30. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Chip from the right frame opposite the ninth spiral. Pointed lower right corner.
31. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. White spot at the upper right corner of the white frame lines. Colored splotch over the space between the roof and the fifth tower.
32. No rays by the third tower’s left turret. Blunt upper left corner. Chip from the lower left of the first zero.
33. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Characteristic rays.
34. Ray resembling a colored spot by the third tower’s left turret. White spot between the tops of the S and L.
35. Two rays by the third tower’s left turret. Numeral 5 touches the top of the oval. Gap in the third left wave.
36. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Gap in the oval under the L. Typical rays.
37. One short ray by the third tower’s left turret. Nip from the bottom of the left frame. Curved MUCHA. Slice from upper right corner.
38. No rays by the third tower’s left turret. Colored dot within the left branch at its midpoint. Typical rays.
39. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Slice from the bottom of the numeral 5. Typical rays.
40. No rays by the third tower’s left turret. White bump on the lower right side of the O in SKO. Thicker lower right corner.
41. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Slice from the lower part of the right frame. Slice from the upper right corner. Larger than ordinary white frame on the right.
42. No rays by the third tower’s left turret. Typical rays.
43. Ray shaped like a C by the third tower’s right turret. Typical rays.
44. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Oval thins under the second zero. Curved MUCHA. Typical rays.
45. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Typical rays.
46. Two rays by the third tower’s left turret. Thin bottom on the oval. Typical rays.
47. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Colored spot over the roof. Numeral 5 touches the bottom of the oval.
48. Two rays by the third tower’s left turret. Damaged HA in MUCHA. Slice from the left side of the second zero.
49. No rays by the third tower’s left turret. Slice from the bottom of the numeral 5. Two colored spots on a slant over the roof.
50. No rays by the third tower’s left turret. Colored spot under the lower right corner. Typical rays.
51. Two rays by the third tower’s left turret. Notch from the left frame opposite the first hacek. Colored spot under the U in MUCHA.

52. Colored spot by the third tower’s left turret. Colored bump on the left frame between the third and fourth spirals. Colored spot in the middle of the right frame.

53. One ray with a colored spot above it by the third tower’s left turret. Colored spot over the roof.

54. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Colored spot on the inside of the oval at 11:00.

55. No rays by the third tower’s left turret. Typical rays.

56. No rays by the third tower’s left turret. Beveled upper right corner. Typical rays.

57. Two rays by the third tower’s left turret. Colored bent line over the end of the roof. Projecting lower right corner.

58. No rays by the third tower’s left turret. Curved MUCHA. Beveled upper right corner. Typical rays.

59. One ray with a colored dot at its left end by the third tower’s left turret. Gap in the upper white frame line over the seventh spiral. Typical rays.

60. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Rough bottom on the right frame. Bump on the lower frame under the second zero. Projecting lower right corner.

61. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Colored splotch in the sky under the Š. Lower part of right frame bent.

62. Ray resembling a colored spot by the third tower’s left turret. Lower right corner cut on a slant. Numeral 5 touches the top of the oval. Damaged A in MUCHA.

63. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Bump on the left frame behind the dove. Dot in the lower loop of the Č.

64. Two rays by the third tower’s left turret. Thicker bottom on the oval. White bump on the lower right side of the O in SLO.

65. No rays by the third tower’s left turret. Dot under the U in MUCHA. Two horizontal dots over the end of the roof.

66. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. White spot in the second spiral. White line runs from the second spiral to the white frame line below the base of the tree.

67. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. White splotch under the Š. Numeral 5 touches the bottom of the oval.

68. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Typical rays.
69. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Upper frame broken over the fifth spiral, with other damage over the A and above the sixth and seventh spirals.

70. Two rays by the third tower’s left turret. Damage to the upper frame from the left corner to the Š. Colored spot in the Š. Colored gap in the top of the loop on the P (not always).

71. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Two horizontal spots in the sky under the ŠT. Left frame thins in the middle. Oval thins under the second zero. **For some printings, smear over the second heart and SKO.**

72. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. The rays in the sky under the Š form a sickle. Colored bump on the left side of the first zero.

73. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Two gaps in the left frame opposite the dove.

74. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Thicker lower right corner. Bent bottom on the left leg of the M in MUCHA.

75. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Colored splotch in front of MUCHA. Large colored splotch in the sky under the sixth leaf.

76. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Colored bump on the lower frame behind MUCHA. Two vertical dots over the roof.

77. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Cut off MU in MUCHA. Typical rays.

78. One ray with a dot at its upper end by the third tower’s left turret. Numeral 5 touches the bottom of the oval. Typical rays.

79. Ray resembling a spot by the third tower’s left turret. Damaged upper frame. Thin bottom on the oval.

80. Ray resembling a spot by the third tower’s left turret. Damaged upper frame. Typical rays.

81. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Cut off A in MUCHA. Nail hole in the left margin opposite the first spiral. Colored spot in the Č.

82. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Thick left leg on the M in MUCHA. Nip from the left part of the oval.

83. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Dot in the left margin above the lower corner. White bump on the white frame line over the O in SLO.

84. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Typical rays.

85. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Rough upper part on the right frame. Colored spot over the roof.

86. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Second zero touches the bottom of the oval. Bump on the lower frame under the oval.
87. One ray with two dots near its upper end by the third tower’s left turret. Colored spot to the right of the fourth tower. Projecting lower right corner.

88. No rays by the third tower’s left turret. Colored spot between the second and third tower. Wavy right frame over the lower corner.

89. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Damaged upper frame. Typical rays.

90. One ray with a colored spot above it by the third tower’s left turret. Damaged upper frame. Damaged frame above the ninth spiral. Colored spot in the T.

91. Ray resembling a colored spot by the third tower’s left turret. Colored mark in front of MUCHA. Gap in the left frame opposite the first spiral. Colored bump on the lower frame under the second zero.

92. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Tops of the first and second tower touch. Right end of the lower frame wavy. Pointed lower right corner.

93. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Slanted cut to the upper frame near the right corner. Colored bump on the left frame behind the top of the dove. Colored spots on the lower frame under the first heart.

94. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Dot in the right margin opposite the fourth hacek. White bump on the Á.

95. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Upper half of the right frame thicker. Colored spot under the CH in MUCHA.

96. One ray with a cluster of colored spots over it by the third tower’s left turret. Colored spot to the right of the fourth tower. Colored spots over the roof. Colored bump on the left frame opposite the fourth spiral. Slice from the upper frame near the right corner. Colored bump on the right frame between the seventh and eighth spirals. Colored bump on the lower frame under the oval.

97. Cluster of spots at the upper tip of the ray by the third tower’s left turret. Thicker bottom on the right frame. Numeral 5 touches the bottom of the oval. Colored spot in the right margin over the fourth hacek.

98. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Colored spot between the roof and the fifth tower. Pointed upper left corner. Slice from the upper frame near the right corner. Longer left leg on the M in MUCHA.

99. One ray by the third tower’s left turret. Slice from the upper frame near the left corner. Right end of upper frame damaged. Colored spots over the roof.

100. Colored mark at the upper end of the ray by the third tower’s left turret. Damaged upper frame. Colored spot on the fourth tower. Notch in the right frame opposite the seventh spiral.